Abstract-through the observation and study of social creatures, biologists and computing experts proposed many bioinspired optimization algorithm based on simulated biological behavior. These algorithms show strong vitality and potential of further development in solving traditional NP and practical complex optimization problem. But most existing research results mainly focused on the use of biological behavior phenotypic mechanism to achieve the function optimization and engineering control, but the analysis of internal control mechanisms of biological behavior is not sufficient, it needs further research. Based on complex system dynamics model, this paper proposes a bio-inspired dynamics optimization decision method. This method combines the swarm dynamics model, population logistic growth model and three evolve elements. Based on the test of constrained optimization problems, experiment results indicate that this method is effective. Finally, conclusion and the further work are given.
strategy are all very complex and with a dynamic characters process. In order to solve complex system optimization problem, this paper will further discussion bio-inspired optimization algorithm. But the study of this paper is not reuse and re-improve on biological behavior phenotypic characteristics, but focus on complex dynamics driving mechanism based on biological behavior, and design bioinspired dynamic optimization (BDO) decision method. Because selection, crossover and mutation are three principle of biological evolution dynamics, so this paper combines swarm dynamics and population growth logistic with them.
In this paper, section 2 describes relevant dynamics models, which include population dynamics, swarm dynamics, evolutionary game dynamics and complex network dynamics. Then, section 3 introduces population growth logistic model and population size self-adaptive control strategy, respectively. Section 4 introduces foraging behavior dynamics model. Proposed BDO algorithm was described in section 5, and also was test and discussed in section 6. Finally, the conclusions were drawn in section 7.
II. RELEVANT DYNAMICS MODELS
Due to the complexity of biological systems, so dynamic model associated with it are very abundant [11~15] . This paper only discusses and research relevant dynamic model of complex system optimization decision method.
A. Population dynamics
Any individual within a biological system has the intelligence and adaptability, mainly reflects in, individual's behavior would follow certain rules, and according to the environment and receive information to adjust their own state and behavior. Population dynamics, describes the relationship between biology and environment, and the relationship between the biological groups. The characteristics of those models can well reflect the statistical characteristics of the data sample, used to determine the expression rate and deterministic model parameters required. Current dynamics model are as follows: Population logistic growth model Lotka-volterra predator-prey system Two species interactions mathematical model Between n groups interactions mathematical model Lag model Functional response model Population age structure model
B. Swarm dynamics
For a long time, many biologists are committed to biological group cooperation behaviors in the nature of understanding and modeling work. So far, researchers have done a lot of work on the numerical simulation of swarm behavior research, such as follows:
Artificial life model Boid model Lagrange method Euler method Swarm platform Particle swarm model "Attract-Reject" model With external effects dynamics model Network system with graph theory The un-average update rules model Another such as, the gather and phase transformation of many particle swarm in statistical physics and so on, also belong to the same kind of problem. These researches deepened cognitive and understanding to the complex behavior and the coordination mechanism of swarm system, also provides an important basis for further theoretical analysis and application.
C. Evolutionary game dynamics
In biological system, the cooperation between the individual would occur at different levels constantly, thus reflect the self-organizing and emergent behavior feature. Evolutionary game theory provides a powerful tool for the complex relationships and interactions between the individuals of a system. In the process of game, not only individual evolution strategy is evaluative, but also the outside attributes evolved together with them. Individual interactions lead to the change of individual strategies, thus affecting the outside some properties; and this attributes of outside in turn affect individual strategy. This dynamic game process is repeated, thus emergent system self-organization and adaptive features. Common models are as following:
Copy dynamics Imitation dynamics Monotonous select dynamics The best response dynamics Adaptation dynamics
D. Complex network dynamics
Complex network is another important methodology on complex system. Any complex system can be described in the form of via the Internet. Biological system is a complex system, and the communication between individuals within a population is a complex network dynamics. Common complex real world networks have scale-free, small world, high clustering coefficient and others features.
E. Artificial Physics
Physicomimetics or Artificial Physics (AP) was first put forward by spear and Cordon, and is a kind of simulation virtual force between objects and the method of object motion follows the laws of Newtonian mechanics.
Artificial Physics Optimization
Atmosphere Clouds Model Optimization Central Force Optimization Chaos Optimization Algorithm Charged System Search Electromagnetism-like Mechanism Gravitational Search Algorithm In conclusion, existing research has very rich, but the research of dynamic model of biological behavior and inner complex dynamics optimization decision-making mechanism is still in initial research and exploration stage. Therefore, wish to draw lessons from the existing bio-inspired optimization algorithm and dynamic model of the existing research results, through the advanced research, establish a complex systems dynamic optimization decision method based on the biological behavior, and to further explore the biological heuristic optimization algorithm and complex system modeling and optimization method provides new idea and theory.
III. POPULATION GROWTH DYNAMICS MODEL

A. Population logistic growth
In traditional natural calculation method, the population size is fixed. In fact, the population growth model meets the Logistic model. Population logistic growth model, also known as the "S" type growth, and showed slow growth at the beginning, then gradually speed up, but soon after, due to increased environmental resistance, the growth rate declining, and continue to close one asymptote, this asymptote is likely to reach the maximum population density, which is the environment accommodate amount K. Most natural populations are this growth model, mathematical equation is as follows:
where, dN dt is the instantaneous rate of increase of a population at a given time; r is the intrinsic growth rate, and the maximum growth potential of the population; N is the population size at a certain time. "S"-type growth curve shown in Figure 1 . Curve characteristic is when population reached the maximum allowed value, and then curve will stop growing and remain relatively stable in the upper and lower K values.
Fig.1. Population growth model
Darwin noted that no natural populations can grow indefinitely. Population growth is actually limited because the environment is limited. Population growth process will encounter resistance from all aspects of the environment, such as population density constraints, population size constraints, food concentration restrict, intensity of competition and other restricts.
B. Population size self-adaption control strategy
Based on the population Logistic growth model, this paper proposes a population size adaptive dynamic control strategy, which realized the adaptive control population size in the population evolution process. This method does not depend on the details of the evolutionary operation, only based on the enlightenment of logistic model give us, thus can be easily combined with various bio-inspired optimization algorithm. Population size self-adaptive control strategy is as follows.
(1) Based on the population growth logistic model, the probability of the individual increase is (1-N/K) . If meet the probability, random increase individuals to meet diversity.
(2) Based on the population growth logistic model, the probability of the individual reduce is (N/K). If meet the probability, random delete individuals to retain diversity.
(3) Another situation is population not evolved continuous K generation. From biological foraging point of view, Population is likely in a certain area, and the food in this area has been unable to meet the population further growth. Therefore, some individuals were starved to death; and some individuals in search of better food and migrates another area. From the optimization control point of view, population would fall into an extreme value region, similar individuals became more and diversity becomes poor. So should delete similar individuals, and increase individual through random method to meet diversity.
IV. FORAGING BEHAVIOR DYNAMICS MODEL
Once an organism begins its lifecycle, it immediately faces survival needs. For this purpose, most biology requires food, water, sunlight, minerals, and oxygen to survive and grow. They get these resources in many different ways. The behavior of get resources is called foraging. In the process of foraging, the choice of foraging strategy is essential. A better foraging strategy makes forager get more resources in the shortest time, then forager would has enough nutrition to survive or breed the next generation. Conversely, if a forager selects the failing strategy continuously, and don't gain nutrition resources, meanwhile its energy was also consumed, then it will be eliminated gradually according to the natural selection theory. Biologic foraging strategies are diverse.
From the biological point of view, in process of the biological foraging, individuals would share forage information, and thus move to another locations for better food. At the same time, physical theory is connected with that. In the process of molecular motion, there are attractions and repulsions between molecules, and the actual performance force is the total force of attraction and repulsion, so this join force will lead molecules to move to another location. Therefore, foraging dynamics model design key point is establish the mapping relationship among biological system, physical system and optimal control problem, and design total force calculation expression and attract-reject rule suitable for solving optimization problem. This paper is inspired by the law of universal gravitation, the Newton's second law and the coulomb's law, etc. In any instantaneous movement, force acting on the individual has the attractive and repulsive force, inertia force and influence force from the external environment. In n-dimension European space, there is a population composed with M individuals, treat the individual as a no size particle. Assume all individuals synchronous movement, environmental information cannot change freely, and any individual i can perception the precise location of others individuals. So, the individual motion state change depends on the following three elements: 
V. BDO ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS
This bio-inspired dynamic optimization algorithm (BDO) is a population-based search technique, and combined with logistic population dynamics model and swarm dynamics model. Three basic principles of evolutionary dynamics: selection, crossover and mutation, these principles determines the evolution of the life system, and are widely suitable for different species, and does not depend on their specific chemical composition. It can be said that the emergence and development of any living beings follow these three principles. So, in this paper, the designed population size adaptive control strategy and foraging dynamic model above was combined with selection, crossover and mutation operation. In each iteration, firstly, proposed algorithm execute foraging operation based on foraging dynamics, then followed by the selection operation, crossover operation and the mutation operation. In the evolution process, population size is self-adaptive control. Figure 2 is this algorithm flowchart. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiment Setting
In this paper, BDO algorithm adopt selection operator performs roulette selection strategy; the crossover operator selects single-point crossover method; the mutation operator performs dimension-mutation strategy; the ( ) g ∞ is the best individual attractive; the ( ) i t I is its current location; the i u is the random influence force.
To evaluate the performance of this algorithm, we employed three constrained benchmark functions. Three experiments were repeated 30 times, and the max iterations in a run Tmax =3000. In every run, the initial population size S=2, the maximum population size S=50.
B. Results and Discussion
Convergence results of the test functions were list in figure 3 . From these figure, we can see the optimal values of these test functions were finding, and has faster convergence speed. Population size self-adaptive control within 500 iterations and 3000 iterations was also shown in figure 4 and figure 5, respectively. Population size is growing gradually, when population size reaches a certain degree, they would fluctuate near the asymptote. These curves are accord population logistic growth pattern. The optimal solution is (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1) . The optimal value is -15.
1) The first test function is as follows.
2) The second test function is as follows. This paper proposed a novel optimization algorithm, bioinspired dynamic optimization algorithm, which combine swarm dynamic and population logistic growth mode with three evolution dynamic elements. Three constrained benchmark functions were used to test it. Obviously, proposed algorithm finds the global optimum and is a competitive algorithm. In the future work, based on the biological individual and swarm movement mechanism, we should fully draw lessons from the existing dynamic models, and dynamics analysis of individual behavior and swarm behavior in turn, then based on the mapping relationship of swarm behavior and optimization problem, establish swarm system selforganization dynamics model, thus form a new type of optimization decision method based on biological behavior. 
